B20 Streaming Microphone

One Microphone to
Record All Content
Capture your audience and build your listening base with
the EPOS B20 USB streaming microphone.

Sound Like a Pro,
Stream Like a Pro
Made specifically for streamers and content creators,
the EPOS B20 microphone is designed to deliver
perfect studio quality sound.
16bit

24bit
• Picks up your speech and stays true to your voice
• Studio broadcast quality with 24bit and 48 KHz when recording

Plug it, Stream it, Record it
Whether you are a beginning or seasoned
game streamer, the B20 microphone gives
you one less thing to worry about when
setting up to stream live.

• Plug & play for hassle-free ease of
setup and use
• Dedicated desk stand and possibilities
for use of boom arm to fit your setup
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Four Scenarios,
Unlimited Possibilities
Your Stream, your voice! From solo streams to
partner broadcasts – and even the streaming
of team gaming – this versatile microphone
covers all recording scenarios for optimal
gaming content creation.

Solo streaming

3.

Stream together
- from the same side

4.

One-to-one
conversations

Headphone jack
Roundtable settings

USB

Made for Gamers,
Perfected for Streamers
Take back control of your audio with intuitive, built-in
controls. Volume, gain, mute and microphone pickup
patterns are right at your fingertips.
• LED indicators tells you whether your microphone is live or muted
• Built-in headphone jack for monitoring of your voice and game audio
(through Gaming Suite)

LED
Mute button

Quality Design,
Quality Content
Built from quality materials, EPOS B20 is
synonymous with a robust, modern looking
and easy-to-operate microphone.
• Reliable and superb build quality
• Designed to fit into all streaming setups

Your Microphone,
Your Choice
Fine-tune and customize your sound to fit your unique,
personal preferences with EPOS Gaming Suite.
• Customize recording and playback EQ, including gain, voice
enhancer, noise gate levels, and reverb
• Ability to toggle between 7.1 surround sound and 2.0 stereo
when your headset is connected

Ready to take your passion
to the next level?

THE POWER OF AUDIO

